GLOUCESTER v. CHELTENHAM.

By "TEEK."

The items of interest in this game may be divided into sounds, shapes and sights. Thus—

SOUNDS
The band took first place under this heading.
Four nightingales fed entirely on honey and chopped semi-quavers couldn't possibly have done better.

SHAPES
Here's one—Mr. Wilson refereeing round the outskirts of a scrum.

Shapes (cont'd.) Here are two more—The touch judges.
Two very thoughtful-looking gentlemen, as you can see.

SIGHTS
They were many—For instance, Milliner and Dyer, the opposing scrum-half's, taking it in turns to hop on to each other's necks.

Sights (cont'd.)
Another sight well worth seeing was that third try of Brown's.
Sights (concluded)
The final sight was merely a few figures on a bit of board.

Visitors 2:3:19
Town 1:5

Sights (cont'd.)
Tom Voyce (disguised as a spectator) eating lollipops.

Never mind, Dyer, it's your turn next.